Gardening in CIRS is so much fun,
We can also do it in the big hot sun
When plants are plucked
We can’t fix it with glue gun
So we never go until we’re done
Gardening isn’t a piece of cake
Whether it’s near the forest or lake

Shubh Holani
3070
5A

CIRS gardening is so cool
That you will forget even the pool
Gardening is so helpful
That will make the nature beautiful
You will become little muddy
But nature will become your buddy
Your need to believe in the nature God
That will make your life broad
So from now keep gardening
Like we do at CIRS
And keep your nature shining.

Krisha Doshi
3119
5A

Gardening, gardening is so good
Gardening, gardening is so much fun
Gardening, gardening gives us energy
Gardening, gardening makes a beautiful garden
Gardening, gardening makes us work hard
Gardening, gardening is so much fun
It makes our surrounding green.

Ashish Chitrashekhar M
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6A

Gardening in CIRS is very fun
After the work we had sun burn
The garden is so green
I feel at complete peace
We learn about many plants
And play with the ants
Gardening in CIRS is the best thing!
Shubh Mandhana
2983
6C

There are many gardens where we do gardening
We enjoy nature and love gardening at different times
In the adventurous garden of CIRS it’s so much fun
In a barren land we grow grass
Different trees and flowers blossom
When I do gardening in CIRS my mind becomes calm
There are many herbs and shrubs
This is the garden
This is the best!
Aradhya Agarwal
2913
6C

Here, I am in the green land
To plant trees and make CIRS green
The mud splashes on me and turns me into chocolate
I water plants and make them higher and higher
The mountains surround me all through
I enjoy life with the CIRS nature.

Mahalakshmi Naidu
3195
6A

CIRS is green and clean,
The beauty of nature is like a queen’s
Sitting under the sun, is so much fun
I wish I were a gardener here!
I’ll dig the ground with a spade, till my dress fades
Planting trees and crops,
Looking at the rabbits hop
Spoiling the nature is,
Spoiling the future.

V Vasundharaa
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6A

Gardening at CIRS is such fun,
We love to do it under the sun.
Planting them with our friends,
Fills our heads with awesome sense.
Planting plants in the fertile soil
Makes the garden look so royal.
When I see the trees grow so high,
It makes me feel like I’m flying high.
Planting roses soft as cotton,
Feeling the dryness of autumn.
Gardening at CIRS is such fun,
We love to do it under the sun.

Divyansha Samanta
2954
6C

Gardening in CIRS is so much fun
We don’t want to leave until it is done
When the sweat rolls down my face
I try to increase my pace.
We grow different vegetables and fruits
And allow them to grow their roots
We wait a several years for them to grow
It fast forwards when the river flows.

I feel the joy seeing them bright
It helps me maintain my diet
As I took care of them from their birth
I saw them growing from their first.
Raghav Agarwala
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